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1 OVERVIEW OF THE KZN GROWTH FUND TRUST 

 

The KwaZulu-Natal Growth Fund Trust (referred herein as “KGFT”) was set up in 2008 as an initiative by 

the KZN Government’s Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs 

(EDTEA) to administer the KZN Growth Fund. The KGFT was set up as a 15 year R1,087.5bn closed debt 

fund with a commitment period of 6 years, structured as a unique public-private partnership between 

the EDTEA (R362,5m), Standard Bank of South Africa (SBSA – R200m), Infrastructure Finance Corporation 

(INCA – R300m) and the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA – R225m). The commitment period 

ended in August 2015. The KGFT financed medium to large scale sustainable private sector projects 

throughout the KwaZulu-Natal (“KZN”) Province. This initiative was a first in South Africa, aimed at 

creating sustainable economic development, job creation, broad based black economic empowerment 

(B-BBEE) and reducing inequality in KZN.  

 

The KGFT strategically settled all its investors to expand its investments into project funding initiatives 

through debt and equity instruments whilst positioning it for co-funding through various partnerships.   

 

The evolution of KGFT over time has been characterised by a number of significant events that happened 

from the date of operation in 2009 to date, both from the governance structure and the funding model. 

Figure 1.1 below portrays a diagrammatic view of these events. 

 

Figure 1.1:  Evolution of KGFT 

 
A brief explanation of the various periods of the evolution of KGFT is presented below: 

 

• 2009/10 – 2013/14 period:  

o KGFT was established in 2008 by KZN Provincial Government and became operational in 2009; 

o It was structured as a closed project finance debt fund with a 15-year life span until 2024; and 
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o It was managed by the KZN Growth Fund Managers (SOC) Ltd (KGFM) – a subsidiary of Ithala 

Development Finance Corporation until March 2014. 

 

• 2013/14 – 2014/15 period: 

o Restructured into a unitary governance structure from 1 April 2014; 

o KGFT took over the operations of the KGFM through a sale of business agreement;  

o KGFT developed and finalized an Evolution Strategy in February 2015; and 

o MEC for EDTEA approved the Evolution Strategy and the setting up of an equity fund in February 

2015. 

  

• 2015/16: 

o Implemented the Evolution Strategy and approval of a more attractive funding model; 

o Unencumbered the assets of the KGFT by prepaying the lenders and closed on Debt Fund 1; and  

o Set up Debt Fund 2 and a new equity fund.   

 

• 2016/17: 

o Set up of a new funding model; and 

o Advanced stage of fund raising for Equity Fund, 

o Conditional approval received from PIC for investment of R300m into Equity Fund, 

o MEC and Cabinet supported that KGFT remain as a stand-alone entity within EDTEA; 

o MEC: EDTEA support provided to National Minister of Finance and Deputy Minister of Finance in 

respect of remaining as a stand-alone entity and supporting the listing of the entity as a Schedule 

3D entity; 

o PFMA application to list KGFT as a Schedule 3D entity underway. 

 

Significant progress in the implementation of the new funding model has been made in the 2017/18 

financial year, and is outlined below. 
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2 REVIEW OF THE 2017/18 FINANCIAL YEAR 

 

2.1 Evolution Strategy 

Post approval of the Evolution strategy by the MEC for Economic Development, Tourism and 

Environmental Affairs (EDTEA) in February 2015, the KGFT has completed the implementation of its 

evolution strategy and is optimistic in achieving the goals set out in the strategy to leverage government 

capital through the implementation of a new funding model.  

 

The implementation of the evolution strategy was successfully completed in the 2015/16 financial year. 

Following the development of its Private Placement Memorandums (PPM), the KGFT commenced 

engaging with potential funders as Limited Partners within the new funding model. The KGFT has recently 

concluded a partnership agreement with a National DFI which will translate into an investment of R300 

million to be injected into KGFT’s Equity Fund. This initiative is the first of its kind for a government entity 

and it demonstrate the innovative and flexible approach that the fund utilises to live up to the content of 

its strategic mandate. 

 

The KGFT has also applied for listing as a Schedule 3D (Government Business Enterprise) in terms of the 

Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) following the unencumbering of government capital. The listing 

application has obtained the necessary support from EDTEA and Provincial Treasury. An initial response 

from National Treasury was received in December 2015 which noted areas to be addressed by EDTEA. 

The Board of Trustees (“Board”) are confident that the listing process will be satisfactorily concluded in 

due course. 

 

2.2 Projects 

The introduction of equity as a financing instrument has been well received as evidenced by the growing 

project pipeline. As a result, the KGFT expects to have a wider development impact throughout the 

Province. Projects at various stages of execution as at 31 December 2017 amounted to R2.2bn, of which 

R1bn worth of projects have been identified requiring Equity funding. 

 

 

KGFT recorded R72m in project approvals during the nine (9) month period to 31 December 2017 with 

equity investments accounting for 28% of the amount. Disbursements, which represents the total value 

of capital injection into the economy, amounted to R162.6m during this period.  

 

Some of the major highlights during the nine (9) month period to 31 December 2017 include:   

• a R40m approval for the establishment of a 100% BEE owned Cut, Make & Trim (CMT) plant; and 

• a R32m equity investment into a 100% Black owned chemical manufacturing company; 

 

Several other projects in need of more than R318m worth of KGFT funding are currently being assessed. 

The monitoring and aftercare of projects continue to be a focus area within the business. 
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2.3 Financial Report 

The projected net asset value as at 31 March 2018 is estimated to amount to R1,2bn. This is made up of 

a total asset base of R1,2bn against total liabilities amounting to R2m. KGFT is projecting a profit of 

R26.3m for the financial year ending 31 March 2018. The results reflect a negative variance of R39m when 

compared to the budget for the financial year. The negative variance is largely attributable to fair value 

adjustments on equity investments amounting to R50m relating to one non-performing equity 

investment. KGFT’s financial position remains sound with positive cash flows being generated from 

projects and surplus funds. All funds received from Government are utilised for projects and are not used 

for operating expenditure i.e. the entity remains financially sustainable in the medium to long term. 
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3 STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 

 

3.1 Vision, Mission, Mandate and Values 

 

3.1.1 Vision 

 

To be KZN’s leading Development Financier and Impact Investor. 

 

3.1.2 Mission 

To provide competitive and innovative financing solutions to private sector investments that propel socio-

economic growth for a better future.  

 

3.1.3 Mandate 

To support sustainable growth by financing private sector projects that drive economic success, stimulate 

job creation, promote broad based black economic empowerment (B-BBEE) and reduce inequality. 

 

3.1.4 Values 

KGFT’s values are: 

• Respect; 

• Accountability; 

• Integrity; 

• Serving; and 

• Enterprising. 

 

“RAISE” 

 

3.2  Strategic Goals 

KGFT’s strategic goals are as follows: 

• To manage KGFT’s resources efficiently and effectively so as to remain financially sustainable;  

• To be an impact investor by utilising government capital to leverage off private / institutional 

sector funding and to maximise the development impact in the KZN province. 

• To increase employment through inclusive economic growth by funding sustainable projects with 

ownership of majority Black African. 

• To promote environmental sustainability by ensuring projects funded own, manage and sustain 

environmental assets and resources 

• Organisational Integrity, Governance, Accountability and Compliance. 

 

3.3 Strategic Objectives 

 The strategic objectives of KGFT are: 

• To maintain sound corporate governance and an unqualified audit opinion; 

• To utilise government capital to leverage off institutional / private investor’s capital so as to grow 

the assets under management; 

• To identify and finance viable private sector projects that maximise the developmental impact of 

KGFT’s investments; 
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• To remain financially sustainable by fully committing available funds under management and 

ensuring appropriate post investment management. 

• To fund projects that will provide inclusive and sustainable job creation. 

 

 

 

To achieve the strategic objectives of the fund, KGFT has adopted the following high-level initiatives: 

• To manage funds that can offer competitive financing products to attract private participation;   

• To build long term relationships with other Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) and lending 

institutions to cross-refer and co-finance projects and build on the public private partnership 

(PPP) model;  

• To further implement the comprehensive marketing strategy; 

• To adequately resource and retain the necessary human capital and skills in KGFT; and 

• To implement and maintain sound policies, procedures, and systems of internal controls to 

ensure good corporate governance. 

• To implement appropriate post investment management. 

 

By implementing the above strategies, KGFT will be able to achieve its strategic objectives, hence 

establishing a successful track record and a reputation for effective delivery. The strategy of the Fund will 

be driven by a single-minded goal of developmental finance and growing the assets under management.  

 

3.4 Strategic Planning Process 

In 2 years post the implementation of Evolution strategy, KGFT has set up a new equity fund to operate 

under an en-commandite partnership model. The new model and governance structure enables the 

implementation of separate funds and the introduction of new funding instruments as and when deemed 

necessary by the Beneficiary. The KGFT’s investment strategy is informed by and aligned with that of the 

Beneficiary and the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy (PGDS). 

 

KGFT is working together with the Beneficiary and the dti in the development of a strategy to fast track 

the development of Black Industrialists in the province. A KZN Black Industrialists Steering Committee led 

by EDTEA and consisting of representatives from the various departmental entities and DFIs has been 

formed and is progressing with formulating a framework. Through the KGFT’s facilitation, the dti recently 

approved BIS funding towards both the CMT manufacturing plant and engineering plant, both of which 

are 100% BEE owned.  

 

Fund-raising roadshows for the equity fund targeted at local and international DFI’s as well as other 

financial institutions and investors with a developmental mandate and aligned investment strategy 

continued during the 2017/18 financial year.  

 

The three-year corporate plan has been prepared on the basis of the above whilst incorporating the key 

learnings from the fundraising activities as well as seeking to stay aligned to the Beneficiary’s strategy 

and priorities. 
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3.5 Alignment to Provincial Strategies 

 

3.5.1 Alignment to Provincial Growth and Development Strategy (PGDS) 

KGFT has aligned its mandate, mission and investment policy to the KZN 2016-2035 PGDS through its 

mandate, mission and investment policy. The Fund is set up to provide project finance within specific 

target sectors, in areas where gaps or backlogs in economic development and job creation have not been 

adequately addressed by traditional financial institutions. The KGFT seeks to align itself to four of the 

seven strategic goals identified in the KZN PGDS, namely job creation, strategic infrastructure 

development, environmental sustainability, governance and policy.  

 

Table 2.1 below shows the alignment between the PGDS goals and the KGFT’s activities. 

 

Table 2.1: Alignment of the KGFT to PGDS  
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Provincial Strategic Goal Objective KGFT Alignment  

Goal 1 – Inclusive Economic 

Growth 

  

• Develop and promote 

the agricultural potential 

of KZN, enhance sectoral 

development through 

trade investment and 

business retention, 

enhance spatial 

economic development, 

Improve the efficiency, 

innovation and variety of 

government-led job 

creation programmes, 

promote SMME and 

entrepreneurial 

development, Enhance 

Knowledge Economy. 

 

• KGFT invests in projects with a high potential of 

creating sustainable jobs, improving rural & 

township economy and eradicating poverty and 

inequality  

Goal 2 – Human Resource 

Development. 

• Improve early childhood 

development, primary 

and secondary 

education, Support skills 

development to 

economic growth, 

Enhance youth and adult 

skills development and 

life-long learning. 

• KGFT enhances youth and adult skills 

development by providing internships to 

learners that give them practical experience and 

education thereby enhancing their skills level 

for future employment opportunities. KGFT is in 

the process of forming an Educational 

Foundation Trust to assist with scholarships and 

bursaries 

Goal 5 - Environmental 

Sustainability   

 

• Enhance resilience of 

ecosystem services, 

expand the application of 

green technologies, 

Adapt and respond to 

climate change. 

• KGFT aligns itself by ensuring that projects being 

funded adhere to Equator Principles (the 

principles adopted by the financial industry as a 

benchmark for determining, assessing and 

managing social and environmental risk in 

project financing). KGFT ensures that all projects 

funded are in compliance with environmental 

regulations as per EDTEA. The Fund also 

supports alternative energy generation 

projects. 

Goal 6 - Governance and 

Policy  

 

• Strengthen policy, 

strategy coordination 

and IGR, build 

government capacity, 

eradicate fraud and 

corruption, promote 

participative, facilitative 

and accountable 

governance. 

 

• KGFT adheres to good corporate governance, 

PFMA and King IV.  

• KGFT strives to maintain a Clean Audit record 
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3.5.2 Alignment to EDTEA Strategic Goals 

KGFT has aligned itself to EDTEA 2014-2020 strategic goals through its mandate, mission and investment 

policy as follows: 

 

Table 2.2: Alignment of KGFT to EDTEA 

Strategic Goals Strategic Objectives  KGFT Alignment 

Goal 2- Inclusive and 

sustainable economic 

growth that supports decent 

employment  

• Increased economic growth that 

supports decent jobs, HDI’s, 

SMME’s and social enterprises.  

• KGFT invests in projects with a high 

potential of creating sustainable jobs, 

improving rural & township economy 

and eradicating poverty and 

inequality.  

Goal 3- Preferred tourism 

destination in the country  

Accelerate global competitiveness of 

KZN as a preferred tourism 

destination for domestic and global 

tourism through: 

• Improved KZN Tourism 
product and service offering 
in the sector  

• Improved KZN tourism 
marketing and packaging    

• Improved KZN tourism 
compliance with tourism 
legislation.  

• A transformed KZN tourism 

sector towards inclusive 

growth and employment 

• KGFT seeks to transform the tourism 

sector to achieve the provinces 

developmental objective of inclusive 

growth and employment by funding 

future projects in the tourism sector.  

Goal 4- Sustainable 

environmental 

management. 

Promote conservation of 

environmental assets and natural 

resources to yield sustainable 

development through: 

• Enhanced governance 

systems and capacity 

• Sustained ecosystems and 

efficient natural resource 

use  

• An environmentally 

sustainable, low-carbon 

economy resulting from a 

well-managed just 

transition  

• An effective climate change 

mitigation and adaptation 

response  

 

• KGFT subscribes to sustainable 

environmental management by 

ensuring that all funded comply with 

environmental regulations 

throughout the term of the funding.  

This is achieved by conducting EIA at 

the initial stage of the project and 

annual ongoing compliance reporting 

by the borrower. 

Goal 5- Achieve institutional 

excellence responsive to the 

needs of the Province   

• Improved efficient, effective and 

accountable public-sector 

Institution 

• KGFT adheres to good corporate 

governance, PFMA and KING IV 

• KGFT strives to maintain a clean audit 

record 
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• Improved corporative 

governance for robust business 

processes and system 

• Improved sound financial 

management practise 

 

 

3.6 SWOT Analysis 

The KGFT has identified the following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in order to 

formulate an effective strategy to deliver on its mandate. 

 

3.6.1 Strengths 

• Financial backing from KZN Provincial Government and Private Investment Corporation; 

• Experienced and skilled personnel to ensure quality decisions making and drive performance  

• KZN Provincial Governments’ contribution is provided at no expected rate of return hence lower 

cost of capital;  

• Financially self- sustainable entity that is able to fund operating expenditure from internally 

generated funds. 

• Maintain good governance building an ethical and compliant business culture 

• History of unqualified financial and non- financial performance audit outcome   

• Defined corporate brand striving to be identified as a well-established development financier and 

niche equity player in the market 

• Focus on taking certain positions in funding: 

- Higher risk appetite  

- Longer tenor  

- Provincial sector focus  

- Sustainability and responsible investing  

 

3.6.2 Weaknesses 

• KGFT has recently established the equity fund, therefore it lacks presence and track record within 

the private equity market; 

• No previous track record or experience in fund raising due to being the first equity fund 

established. 

• Limited organisational capacity to meet extensive legislative and compliance requirements  

• Shortage of post investment capacity to meet the growing book debt and equity deals 

 

 

3.6.3 Opportunities 

• Funding of spin-off projects from major infrastructure projects identified by government in the 

Strategic Infrastructure Programme (SIP); 

• Opportunity to co-fund or partner with traditional financiers and DFI’s thereby creating valuable 

alliances and synergies; 

• Introduction of new technologies to streamline processes and improved turnaround times. 
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• Global liquidity challenges present financing opportunities for the Fund to fill the gap that will 

exist as a result of regulatory measures, such as Basel III capital adequacy requirements on 

commercial banks;  

• Defined corporate brand striving to be identified as a well-established development financier and 

niche equity player in the market 

• KGFT recognition as DFI funder for Black Industrialist scheme by DTI; and 

• Further marketing in order to increase awareness of the Fund and improve quantity and quality 

of assets. 

• Pool of funds cannot be optimally invested into national sphere   

 

3.6.4 Threats 

• Adverse changes in macroeconomic environment may cause approved projects to fail, thus 

resulting in the erosion of capital invested by KZN Provincial Government and other investors; 

• Projects competing with experienced and established competitors in the market who own a large 

proportion of the market share of the industry;  

• Political pressure and strategic changes in the KZN Provincial Government can have an adverse 

impact on the Fund;  

• Economic pressure on the Fiscus threatens continued receipt of project capital contributions; and 

• Competition from other DFI’s as well as commercial banks in respect of debt funding. 

• Industry, sector and geographic limitations losing competitive advantage over other DFI’s 

 

KGFT will utilise its strengths and exploit all opportunities while combating any threats and improving on 

its weaknesses in its efforts to deliver on its mandate. Accordingly, the KGFT will continually assess and 

improve its competitive position in the market. 

 

3.7 Strategic Risk Analysis 

 

KGFT faces a number of strategic risks that could affect its business operations and ultimately its ability 

to create value in the long term. A strategic risk assessment workshop was facilitated in January 2018 

with the objective of identifying the top eleven strategic risks that could prevent the KGFT from achieving 

its strategic objectives.  

 

Changes to the KGFT’s operating environment and the change in funding model were identified as the 

key strategic risks. The graph below reflects the Inherent risk (without controls) of each strategic risk as 

well as the residual risk (with controls). 
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Table 2.3 – Inherent Risk vs Residual Risk  

 
 

 

The table below provides an analysis of the top eleven strategic risks affecting the Fund, the current 

controls in place to mitigate those risks and the opportunities presented. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.4 – summary of top eleven strategic risks 

 

Rank Key Risk Current controls Opportunity 

1 Socio-political risk - Monitor political landscape by constant 

engagement or lobbying with key stakeholders 

- KZN Growth Fund representation in key 

meetings  

- Mechanisms in place to ensure relevance - 

continuous reporting to EDTEA and delivery of 

mandate 

- Beneficiary representation at key meetings  

- Manage relationships with all critical 

stakeholders. 

- Training (new Board) 

 

- Establishment of 

second fund 

without losing the 

government 

funding to create 

a fund pool 
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Rank Key Risk Current controls Opportunity 

2 Equity/Investment 

Risk 

-  Policies and Procedures which are reviewed on 

a regular basis 

- Key criteria of Investment policy are captured in 

submissions made. 

- Proactive review, monitoring and reporting on 

portfolio including independent monitoring of 

value add and exit thesis 

- Project subject to comprehensive due diligence 

which is reviewed by the Investment Committee 

- Formulation of equity investment teams to 

address potential conflict of interest 

- Implementation of findings of due diligence 

reports to prepare project company for exit  

- Ensuring personal interest from sponsors 

- Background checks 

- Comprehensive legal risk management enforcing 

compliance with terms and conditions 

- Private Equity Specialist Training undertaken 

during the year  

- Recruitment of employees with specialised skills  

- Appointment of director/s to Investee boards 

-  

- Attract further 

investment 

- Improvement of 

reputation 

- Trend setter 

becoming model 

for other DFI's 

- Enhanced 

financial returns 

- Achievement of 

mandate and 

objectives 

3 Credit Risk - Policies and Procedures which are reviewed on a 

regular basis 

- Key criteria of Credit policy are captured in 

submissions made. 

- Proactive review, monitoring and reporting on 

portfolio including independent monitoring of 

value add and exit thesis 

- Project subject to comprehensive due diligence 

which is reviewed by the Credit Committee 

- Formulation of credit investment teams to 

address potential conflict of interest 

- Implementation of findings of due diligence 

reports to prepare project company for exit  

- Ensuring personal interest from sponsors 

- Background checks 

- Comprehensive legal risk management - 

enforcing compliance with terms and conditions 

- Recruitment of employees with specialised skills  

- Security obtained 

-  

- Improvement of 

reputation 

- Enhanced 

financial returns 

- Achievement of 

mandate and 

objectives 

- Attract further 

investment 

- Establishment of 

an en-

commandite debt 

fund 
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Rank Key Risk Current controls Opportunity 

4 Attract and retain 

staff 

-  Oversight by HR Committee 

-  Quarterly staff meetings and monthly Exco 

meetings to ensure that employees are kept 

informed of developments 

- Employee wellness scheme in place, for 

employees who may need assistance and are 

unsupported 

- Cohesion and team work 

- Approved Human Resources strategy and 

implementation model  

- Incentive scheme in place i.e Bonus and Carry 

Incentive policy  

- Benchmarking of remuneration packages  

- Approved Talent management framework in 

place 

- Succession plan framework in place 

- Regular review of organisational design  

- Training and development plan for staff and 

committee members 

- Employee climate survey performed resulting in 

an action plan  

- Private Equity Specialist Training ongoing  

- Ongoing Recruitment of employees with 

specialised skills 

-  

- Attract additional 

investment skills 

to the province 

-  

5 Financial 

sustainability 

- Effective annual budgeting process including 

monthly monitoring of Actual vs Budget 

variances. 

- Quarterly review and adjustments to annual 

budgets (Revised Estimates) 

- Monthly review of budget variances including 

commentary by departmental executives. 

- Monthly review of income statement and 

balance sheet by CFO including monitoring of 

performance against budget expectations. 

- Treasury cost cutting measures are 

implemented. 

- Policies, procedures and delegation of authority 

in place and reviewed regularly 

- Performance management in line with targets 

set in corporate plan 

- Attract additional 

investment skills 

to the province  

- Assets under 

management 

managed 

efficiently 
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Rank Key Risk Current controls Opportunity 

- Effective due diligence and post investment 

monitoring of projects by the projects team 

- Portfolio diversification 

- Quarterly solvency and liquidity testing 

- Update of fund financial model (FFM) quarterly 

- Monthly review of cash flow position (including 

working capital) 

- Monthly monitoring and review of creditor 

payments to ensure payments are made 

according to agreed payment terms. 

- Ongoing management of the loan portfolio 

-  

6 Reputational Risk - Political Exposed People policy in place 

- Background checks performed  

- Know your client  

- Communication and marketing policies in place 

- Adequate staff compliment with the right skills 

- Maintaining a healthy deal pipeline 

- Upfront communication with regards to 

financing with promoters 

- Employees and Trustees managed through Code 

of conduct essentially being the KGFT’s Brand 

Ambassadors (Conflict of Interest declarations 

and checks) 

-  

- Building an 

ethical 

organisational 

culture 

- Groom 

employees into 

brand 

ambassadors 

7 Inadequate capital 

to support 

strategic 

objectives 

- Monitor political landscape by constant 

engagement or lobbying with key stakeholders 

- KZN Growth Fund representation in key 

meetings  

- Mechanisms in place to ensure relevance and 

continuous reporting to EDTEA and delivery of 

mandate 

- Beneficiary representation at key meetings  

- Manage relationships with all critical 

stakeholders. 

- Proactive restructuring of loans and investments  

- Efficient diversification of assets and sectors  

- Proactive review, monitoring and reporting on 

portfolio including independent monitoring of 

value add and exit thesis 

- Strategic 

Empowered 

Equity 

Investment 

taking equity for 

high risk debt and 

selling to B-BBEE 

players at a later 

stage. High risk on 

debt (free or 

lower equity) 
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Rank Key Risk Current controls Opportunity 

8 Market Risk -  Proactive review, monitoring and reporting on 

portfolio including independent monitoring and 

implementation of value add and exit strategies 

- Proactive restructuring of loans and investments  

- Efficient diversification of assets and sectors  

- Sensitivity analysis and scenario analysis on each 

project’s financial model prior to approval at 

Final Appraisal Report stage 

- Project team ensures that legal agreements 

makes provision for adequate restructuring in 

the event of adverse changes in macro and micro 

economic environment 

-  Implementation of market research tools 

- Establishment of in-house views and forecasts 

-  

- Proactive 

Strategic 

interventions 

encouraging a 

forward looking 

and proactive 

culture 

9 Mandate fit -  Implementation of strategy, Corporate plan and 

Annual Performance Plan which is submitted to 

EDTEA 

- The KGFT’s provides Quarterly performance 

reports to stakeholders 

- Regular interaction with stakeholders if required 

- Ensure alignment of KGFT objectives with the 

provincial government strategies 

- Alignment and regular assessments of Individual 

KPAs with Strategy, Corporate plan and Annual 

performance plan.     

- Development and maintenance of policies to 

facilitate the implementation of the approved 

strategy 

- Marketing and Branding the KGFT 

- Strategic partnerships, relationships with 

Investors, NGO's, Consultants and Stakeholder 

such as TIKZN, IDC, PIC, commercial lenders  

- Introduction of equity finance and diversity in 

product range enabling more promoters to 

access funding 

- Unique approach to assess and manage risk in 

line with the mandate (customised approach) 

through research, benchmarking, case studies 

and partnership with identified institutions 

(training and formal agenda item for the projects 

team) 

- Additional 

funding from 

government 

- Enhanced 

financial returns 

from improved 

strategies that 

are aligned to 

beneficiary 

objectives  
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Rank Key Risk Current controls Opportunity 

-  

10 Internal processes - Policies and procedures in place and reviewed 

regularly 

- BCP and DRP approved by Board of Trustees and 

tested 

- Risk assessment undertaken to determine high 

risk threats to KGFT 

- External tip-off line for reporting and 

identification of fraud 

- In-house compliance function and internal audit 

- Introduction of 

new technologies 

to streamline 

processes 

11 Governance, 

Regulatory and 

Compliance 

- Policies and Procedures which are reviewed on a 

regular basis. 

- Undertaking which incorporates the 

acknowledgement of policies and changes to 

policies has been rolled out to staff and signed 

thereof 

- Monitoring and reporting of compliance and risk 

via independent function to relevant committees 

- Communication, Training and roll out of policies 

and procedures  

- Implementation of combined assurance model 

framework  

- Combined Assurance Plan has been developed, 

approved and implemented 

- Governance with King III and proposed King IV 

- In-house legal counsel appointed 

- Continuous monitoring and review of policies 

and legal universe 

 

- Maintain good 

governance 

 

 

 
4 ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

 
4.1 Global Economy 

 

The global economy experienced a subdued rate of expansion in 2016, with the 3.2% GDP growth being 

the lowest since 2009. However, growth prospects are brightening with the global pickup in activity that 

started in the second half of 2016 gaining further momentum in the first half of 2017. The International 
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Monetary Fund (IMF) projects that the world economy will grow by 3.6 per cent in 2017 and 3.7 per cent 

in 2018. 

 

In advanced economies, the notable 2017 growth pickup is led by stronger activity in the United States 

and Canada, the euro area, and Japan. while the baseline outlook is strengthening, the IMF cautions that 

the recovery is not complete as growth remains weak in many countries, and inflation is below target in 

most advanced economies. As such, monetary policy should remain accommodative until there are firm 

signs of inflation returning to targets. At the same time, fiscal policy should be aligned with structural 

reform efforts, taking advantage of favourable cyclical conditions to place public debt on a sustainable 

path while supporting demand where still needed and feasible. 

  

Growth is projected to rise over this year and next in emerging market and developing economies, 

Emerging market and developing economies (EMDEs) have become increasingly important in the global 

economy, with rising contributions to global output, trade and investment. EMDEs now account for more 

than 75% of global growth in output, almost double the share of just 2 decades ago. Growth prospects 

for emerging and developing economies are projected by the World Bank to recover to 4.1 per cent in 

2017 and reach an average of 4.6 percent in 2018-19, as obstacles to growth in commodity exporters 

diminish, while activity in commodity importers continues to be robust. The forecast is informed by a 

stronger growth projection for China, Europe led by Turkey, Russia and Brazil. A policy priority for EMDEs 

is to rebuild monetary and fiscal space that could be drawn on were such risks to materialize. Over the 

longer term, structural policies that support investment and trade are critical to boost productivity and 

potential growth. 

 

Risks to the global outlook remain, however, tilted to the downside. These include increased trade 

protectionism, elevated economic policy uncertainty, the possibility of financial market disruptions, and, 

over the longer term, weaker potential growth. 

 

4.2 Sub Saharan Africa 

The slowdown in sub-Saharan Africa is easing, and growth is expected to rise to 2.6 per cent in 2017 from 

last year's 1.4 per cent, the IMF said in its latest Regional Economic Outlook for sub-Saharan Africa. The 

growth is led by a recovery in oil production and a good harvest in Nigeria, as well as the easing of tensions 

in the Niger Delta. The policy environment has started to improve. Fiscal deficits are stabilizing and 

current account deficits are narrowing, partly reflecting a slight rebound in commodity prices. The global 

environment has also been supportive, with strengthening growth momentum in the largest economies, 

commodity prices off their troughs, and improved access for sub-Saharan African economies to 

international capital markets. 

But while a third of sub-Saharan African countries continue to grow at about 5 per cent, income per capita 

will barely increase in the region, reports the IMF. Moreover, in 25% of the sub-Saharan African countries, 

home to about 400 million people, per capita incomes are expected to decline.  

 

Beyond 2017, growth is expected at about 3.5 per cent, below the 5 per cent mark achieved in the first 

half of the decade. 
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Vulnerabilities have increased in the region, notably, due to rising public debt, financial sector strains and 

low external buffers. Public debt is high not only in oil exporting countries but in many fast-growing 

economies as well. Driving this increase in debt is a combination of large fiscal deficits, a slowdown in 

growth, and in some countries, exchange rate depreciations. Increasingly, deficits are being financed by 

domestic banks and ultimately constraining the availability of credit to the private sector. In many 

countries, banks’ liquidity and solvency indicators have deteriorated, and non-performing loans have 

increased. Despite some narrowing in current account deficits, international reserves are now below 

adequacy levels in many countries, reports the IMF. These vulnerabilities are being compounded by 

political uncertainty resulting in a lack of clarity about future direction of economic policy, notably, in 

some of the region’s largest economies. This is weighing on consumer and investor confidence. In this 

context, addressing fiscal vulnerabilities and unlocking constraints to growth emerge as the key economic 

policy priorities for the region. 

 

4.3  South Africa 

 

SA’s economy expanded by only 0.3% in 2016. Excluding the 2009 recession (-1.5% drop in real GDP), this 

was its worst performance since 1992 (-2.1%). The 2016 growth performance was mainly due to lower 

output in the agriculture, mining and electricity sectors.  

 

With the economy having entered a technical recession in Q1 2017, National Treasury in its Medium-

Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS), lowered its real GDP growth to 0.7% in 2017 from 1.3%, and over 

the medium term is envisaged to rise to just 1.9%. These forecasts are aligned closer to those of the SARB 

and of the major international authorities. The downward revision to the growth forecasts was ascribed 

mainly to domestic factors relating to the effects of a significant deterioration in business and consumer 

confidence. According to National Treasury, factors affecting confidence levels include delays in finalising 

key regulatory processes, as well as a pattern of poor governance in several large state-owned companies. 

Prolonged policy uncertainty raises the risk of entrenching confidence levels, and therefore economic 

growth, at low levels. 

 

South Africa’s deterioration in its government finances since 2009, and the concomitant poor fiscal health 

of many major state-owned entities (SOEs), has required assistance from the government purse, placing 

pressure not only on inflation, but also on SA’s credit ratings. SA’s sovereign credit ratings have been 

gradually lowered over time, with the main rating agencies expressing concerns over: very subdued 

economic growth; weakening fiscal metrics, rising contingent liabilities of government; political 

uncertainty, policy consistency, structural reform; strength and independence of key institutions, SOE 

governance.  

 

In April 2017, S&P and Fitch lowered their ratings for SA’s foreign currency denominated debt to sub-

investment. Fitch also lowered its rating for local currency denominated debt to “junk”. Moody’s followed 

later and, in June 2017, also lowered its ratings for both the local- and foreign currency denominated 

debt by 1 notch, although still investment grade.  
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However, further credit rating downgrades into sub-investment territory, are expected unless the 

situation is arrested. Any further downgrade, especially if also including local currency denominated debt, 

would have serious implications for the SA economy. 

 

The difficult operating environment has impacted negatively on fixed investment spending and 

household spending. The drop in private sector investment has been in line with low business confidence 

levels over an extended period. Accordingly, the low levels of business confidence in recent quarters does 

not bode well for investment spending in the months ahead. Weak investment activity is not only 

impacting on current economic growth, but is affecting the productive capacity of the economy, in the 

process limiting its growth potential.  

 

With the growth momentum weak, it is important that wherever possible fiscal adjustment is undertaken 

in a manner that limits the adverse effect on growth, while preserving fiscal space for priority spending. 

Any further postponement of fiscal adjustments will likely increase public debt above sustainable levels 

given the pace of debt accumulation. Also critical are improvements in SOE governance and policy 

certainty and consistency. 

 

5 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATIONAL ANALYSIS 

 

5.1 Governance Structure  

 

By implementing the Evolution Strategy (since 1 April 2015), the KGFT has now become a stand-alone 

entity which manages its own capital. Figure 3.1 shows the governance structure of the KGFT from 1 April 

2015. 
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Figure 3.1 Governance Structure of the KGFT from Current Structure 

 

 

 
 

 

The KGFT was formed in 2008 and registered with the Master of the High Court in terms of the Trust 

Property Control Act, 57 of 1998. The Trust Deed is the founding document of the Fund. KGFT is the 

custodian of the Fund and its assets. The Trust Deed was amended and registered with the Master’s Office 

in October 2015 to cater for the institutional lenders’ exit from the funding model and their subsequent 

rights. 

 

KGFT’s corporate governance framework and processes are aligned with its obligations to all 

stakeholders. These obligations form the foundation of KGFT’s strategy and values which is inextricably 

linked to its practice of corporate governance. KGFT’s Board consists of 7 (seven) Trustees (including the 

CEO) comprising the following 4 subcommittees, Audit & Risk Committee; Investment Committee; 

Human Resources & Remuneration Committee; Social & Ethics Committe which is responsible for 

decision making to embed the KGFT’s strategy and to provide guidance to the KGFT in attaining its 

strategic goals.  

 

These governance structures meet periodically throughout the year to review the KGFT’s risks, its 

operational, financial and sustainability performance and juxtapose this against its strategy at the annual 

strategy session. 

 

The CEO, with the assistance of his executive team, attends to the day-to-day running of the operations 

of the KGFT.  The team operates within the Delegation of Authority Framework as approved by the Board. 
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5.2 Legislative and Other Mandates 

 

As indicated above, the KGFT was established in terms of a Trust Deed which is legally governed by the 

Trust Property Control Act, 57 of 1998. The KGFT strives for the overarching governance principles of 

accountability, fairness, transparency and responsibility. Historically, the entity was neither a company 

nor a listed public entity in terms of the Public Finance Management Act, 1 of 1999 (PFMA). When the 

Debt Fund was set up in 2008, it was deemed not to be a PFMA entity by virtue of private sector lenders’ 

facilities being more than 50 per cent of the size of the Fund as well as the fact that some of the decisions 

at a governance level needed to be made through consultation between the lenders and government.  

 

However, the Board elected to comply with the PFMA as a schedule 3D Public Entity (government 

business enterprise). In terms of the new funding model, the KGFT will be deemed to be a PFMA entity 

and has therefore begun the process of listing as a public entity with National Treasury. KGFT endorses 

King IV and has endeavoured to adhere to the King Codes and its guidelines. 

 

KGFT has a duty to take effective and active measures to be financially efficient, effective, transparent 

and economical. The PFMA and the prevailing Treasury Regulations regulate KGFT in terms of 

procurement, financial management, internal control, risk management, budgeting and reporting, board 

and audit committee structures and financing.  

 

A Schedule 3D public entity is also subject to the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, 5 of 

2000 and the Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) Act, 53 of 2003 as amended by the B-

BBEE Amendment Act No. 46 of 2013 which provides for the granting of preferences by public entities to 

previously disadvantaged individuals and to promote Black Economic Empowerment and SME 

development, respectively. 

 

Apart from the PFMA, the KGFT complies with a legislative universe, which is a general framework 

containing relevant statutory, regulatory and supervisory requirements to which the KGFT is subject. 

Although the KGFT has to comply with all regulatory requirements that its investments are subject to, it 

is necessary to prioritise them in order to determine the frequency and extent to which specific 

requirements needs to be monitored. The content of the legislative universe is approached on a risk 

management basis which allow for prioritisation of the various requirements. Given the complexity and 

comprehensiveness of regulation in South Africa, it is imperative to focus on the requirements with a 

greater impact and higher probability of occurring.  

 

5.3 Fund Size and Assets Allocation  

 

The Evolution Strategy was designed to ensure the sustainability of the KGFT post the commitment period 

of the KGFT Debt Fund 1 (August 2015) and to make room for the establishment of a structure that would 

enable the introduction of new funds and funding instruments such as that of equity. In terms of its 

mandate, the KGFT offers both debt and equity products  

 

The KGFT has anticipated to have assets under management or a capital base of R1.277bn as at 31 March 

2018, excluding its cash on hand for operational expenditure. For the 2017/18 financial year, KGFT has 
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allocated the following amounts to the two asset classes, R878.8m to debt and R300m to equity. Table 

3.2 below shows the expected assets allocation of KGFT for the 2017/18 – 2020/21 period and sources 

thereof taking all considerations into account. 

 

 

Table 3.2 Sources and Uses of Assets Under Management 

 
 

The asset allocation for KGFT’s capital is reviewed regularly whilst also taking a long-term view with 

regards to the entity’s sustainability.  It is therefore imperative that the funds have critical mass to 

support the entity’s operations. Equity as a portfolio tool is used to increase the return profile of the 

investment portfolio and gain capital growth above inflation whereas debt is used as an income 

generative investment.  

 

Besides taking into account the different risk and return profiles of the assets classes, KGFT is cognisant 

of expected limited partners to come on-board in a partnership with the Fund for the Equity Fund. It is 

therefore important to allocate capital to these asset classes whereby the Beneficiary’s capital can be 

leveraged by the limited partners’ commitments.   

 

5.4 Funding Model  

 

The organisation currently manages both a Debt and an Equity Fund. The Equity Fund is an en-

commondite partnership structure with one limited partner contributing R300 million. Additional funds 

are however sought to supplement the Fund’s capital for the Equity Fund. KGFT has had a number of 

capital raising road shows commencing from the 2015/16 year in order to attract more investors (limited 

partners) into the Equity Fund.  

 

Rmillion 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Source of Capital under Management by KGFT 1,178.8     1,250.4     1,380.1     1,523.1     

     Initial Capital contributionfor Fund 1 362.5 362.5 362.5 362.5

     Fund 2 Capital (as 2014/2015) 360.0 360.0 360.0 360.0

     Capital Injection by EDTEA - INCA repayment 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0

     Cumulative EDTEA allocation* 118.8 173.2 227.6 282

     Cumulative Capitalised Trust Earnings* 289.5 306.7 382.0 470.6

Asset Allocation of Capital Under Management

     Debt Fund 878.8        950.4        1,080.1     1,223.1     

     Equity Fund 300 300 300 300

*Accumulated annually

Annual EDTEA allocation 54.4 54.4 54.4 54.4

Expected Annual Capitalisation of Retained Earnings 20.0          60.0          70.0          70.0          

Note:EDTEA Capital allocation utilised in funding projects only
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An en-commandite partnership (also known as limited liability partnership) is the industry standard for 

private equity funds worldwide and the same financial funding structure will be utilised. However, until 

such time as the investor is signed up, the equity investments will also be financed off KGFT’s balance 

sheet. 

In the en-commandite partnership agreement with investors, the KGFT will act as the “General Partner” 

(defined below) in an en-commandite partnership with the new investors (limited partners) being ‘silent’. 

In this structure, KGFT is given the fund management mandate by each partner to manage the funds and 

act on behalf of the partnership.  

 

An en-commandite partnership is an extraordinary partnership that differs from an ordinary partnership 

with regards to the partner’s liability to third parties for the partnership’s debts. KGFT’s overarching 

consideration in choosing this vehicle was that the equity fund should be established in accordance with 

the generally accepted structures and methods used internationally and nationally.  

 

The Fund also considered the need to have a simple and effective governance structure that is practical 

whilst also maintaining a low operating cost model for both the existing debt and the equity funds.  

 

5.5 Deal Approval Process 

 

In discharging its mandate, KGFT is assisted by an Investment Committee (IC) which considers investment 

proposals presented by Executive Management and recommends these to the Board for approval.  The 

Executive Management sits in the Investment Risk Committee (IRC) and ensures that deals presented to 

the IC are viable and are found to be within KGFT’s mandate and risk appetite. Further, with input from 

the Executive Management, the IC also provides oversight of the post investment management of funded 

projects.  

 

The IC is guided by the KGFT’s investment, credit and loan pricing policies which are regularly reviewed 

to ensure that they are appropriate and aligned to best industry practices.  In line with the key governing 

policies, the fund finances project up to R200m. Projects requiring amounts over the upper limit are co-

funded with other financial institutions.  

 

Due to legal and governance requirements dictating the structure of the funds being managed by the 

KGFT, the KGFT makes provision for two ICs in the event that an en-commandite partnership structure is 

formed by KGFT as the General Partner.  

 

The delegation of authority will also be amended to reflect the final decision of approval to be that of the 

Investment Committee. The two ICs are critical to avoid conflicts of interest and independent decision 

making for the different funds being managed and conflicts arising when concluding deals with different 

financing instruments being utilised e.g. debt and equity.  
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5.6 Project Disbursements and Pipeline 

 

KGFT’s portfolio is made up of disbursed and committed investments totalling R765m in debt and R228m 

in equity. The KGFT is currently appraising projects in need of R174m in debt and R145m in equity funding. 

KGFT has also generated investment leads in debt and equity worth R785m. 

  

A snapshot of the investment portfolio and project pipeline as at 31 December 2017 is included in Table 

3.4 below. The table further highlights the expected job creation impact of KGFT’s investment activities.  
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Table 3.4 Summary of the debt and equity transactions 

 

Sector  Entities 
No of 

Projects 

Total 
Project 

Value (Rm) 

Job 
Opportunities 

Debt Fund 
(Rm) 

Equity 
Fund 
(Rm) 

Total 
KGFT 
(Rm) 

Total Projects Invested and Committed* 11 6 994.9  11 255  829.0 206.5  1 035.5  

Healthcare 
KDPH, 
Busamed 

2 1 825.0 1 344 70.0 124.0 194.0 

Manufacturing 

Inoxa; HBM SA; 

Microfinish; 

Mpact; Afica-

Blaize 

5 566.8 2 620 392.8 82.5 475.3 

Telecommunications 

Dark Fibre 

Africa; Link 

Africa 

2 4 415.0 6 839 260.0 - 260.0 

Transport & Logistics 
SAS; iDube Cold 

Storage 
2 106.2 452 106.2 - 106.2 

          

Total Committed Projects 1 48.0 33.0 - 32.0 32.0 

Manufacturing Afrozonke 1 48.0 33.0 - 32.0 32.0 

        

 Projects Under Appraisal 1 55.0 53.0 30.0 - 30.0 

Manufacturing Project A 1 55.0 53.0 30.0 - 30.0 

          

Projects in Initial Appraisal Stage 1 77.6 80.0 70.0 - 70.0 

Transport & Logistics Project B 1 77.6 80.0 70.0 - 70.0 

 

Total Investment Leads   16           5 624.0            1 345.0  180.0  850.0  1 030.0  

Education Project C 1              130.0               150.0  
                   
-    

               
50.0  

               
50.0  

Healthcare Project D 1              400.0               185.0  
                   
-    

               
60.0  

               
60.0  

ICT Project E-N 1           1 200.0               100.0  
                   
-    

             
100.0  

             
100.0  

Manufacturing Project F-N 9           2 544.0               590.0  
             
130.0  

             
400.0  

             
530.0  

Energy Project O 1              180.0                 20.0  
                   
-    

               
70.0  

               
70.0  

Agro Procesing Project P 2              170.0               100.0  
                   
-    

             
120.0  

             
120.0  

Real estate developement Project Q 1           1 000.0               200.0  
               
50.0  

               
50.0  

             
100.0  

Grand Total    30         12 799.5          12 766.0  1 109.2  1 088.5  2 197.7  
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6 PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

The programmes of KGFT are structured as two main programmes, namely Finance and Administration 

and Project Investments, with underlying sub-programmes as summarised in Table 4.1 below:  

 

6.1 Table 4.1 – Programme structure 

Programme Sub-programmes per programme 

1. Finance and Administration 
1.1  Office of the CEO 

1.2  Financial administration 

2. Project Investments  

2.1  Project administration and Marketing 

2.2  Project origination and appraisal 

2.3  Legal, Risk and Compliance 

2.4  Investment monitoring and aftercare 

 

6.2 Programme 1 – Finance and Administration 

This programme provides transversal support to the entire Fund. Table 4.2 lists the strategic objectives 

for each sub-programme under Programme 1: Administration.  

 

6.2.1 Table 4.2:  Programme 1 – Sub-Programme Objectives 

Programme 1:  Finance and Administration  

Sub Programme 1.1: Office of 

the CEO 

• To provide strategic direction and leadership to KGFT 

• To secure beneficial partnerships for KGFT  

• To promote sound corporate governance to the KGFT  

Sub Programme 1.3: Financial 

Administration 

• To provide effective and transparent financial management systems 

 

A brief description of each sub-programme under Programme 1: Finance and Administration is given 

below: 

 

6.2.2 Sub-programme 1.1:  Office of the CEO 

The Office of the CEO provides strategic direction and leadership ensuring alignment across all 

operational programmes. It is responsible for the effective management of KGFT and implementation of 

strategy, policy and directives of the Board. The Office is further responsible for performance monitoring 

and promoting sound corporate governance. The function is further responsible for performance 

monitoring and managing all stakeholder communication.  

 

6.2.3 Sub-programme 1.2:  Financial Administration 

Financial Administration provides effective, efficient and transparent systems of financial management 

and internal control. Financial Administration encompasses Supply Chain Management, Treasury, 

Financial Management and Reporting and Budgeting.  It ensures that there is an appropriate procurement 

and provisioning system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost effective. The function 

is responsible for providing management with financial reports that are valid, accurate and complete. It 

also ensures that project risks are identified, allocated to various project participants and mitigated.  
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6.3 Programme 2 – Project Investments  

Project Investments is the core function of the Fund. The programme originates and assesses the viability 

of projects by performing due diligences and thereafter presenting investment proposals to relevant 

committees for approval. The programme is responsible for negotiating all legal terms with the 

promoter/investee entity, facilitating financial close as well as providing general legal counsel advice on 

the transaction. The programme is further responsible for marketing and promoting KGFT.  

 

Another facet of the programme is the function of Risk and Compliance which co-ordinates the risk 

management, legal and compliance activities of the KGFT and its investments in projects. The role of this 

function is to assist management in discharging their responsibilities to comply with applicable legislative 

and regulatory requirements. This function further assists through the identification, assessment, 

management, monitoring and reporting of the risks faced by the Fund. 

 

The strategic objectives per sub-programme under Programme 2: Investments are shown in Table 4.3 

below followed by a brief description of each sub-programme. 

 

6.3.1 Table 4.3:  Programme 2 – Sub-Programme Objectives  

Programme 2:   Project Investments  

Sub programme 2.1: Project 

Administration and 

Marketing 

• To promote the brand of the fund and to support the investment team in 

delivering on its mandate.  

Sub programme 2.2: Project 

origination and appraisal 

• To ensure that KGFT fully disburses available funds into viable projects. 

• To ensure that KGFT approves to viable projects that meet the Fund’s 

mandate. 

Sub programme 2.3: Legal, 

Risk and Compliance 

• To manage and co-ordinate the risk management and compliance activities 

of KGFT 

• To ensure that KGFT’s interests are protected through legal structuring 

Sub programme 2.4: Post 

Investment monitoring and 

aftercare 

 

• To effectively manage the investment portfolio to ensure the fund remains 

financially sustainable; 

• To ensure the investments perform in line with approved covenants; and  

• Where equity is held, to give strategic guidance and management direction 

to project companies. 

 

6.3.2 Sub-programme 2.1:  Project Administration and Marketing 

The Project Administration function is a support function and is responsible for the administration 

matters of the investments division. The main functions include maintaining the projects register, 

compiling monthly and quarterly reports on investments and screening projects at initial stages so as to 

ensure that such projects meet with the fundamental criteria of the KGFT.  

 

Additional functions include marketing the KGFT’s product offering to prospective promoters and 

financial intermediaries, performing preliminary reviews of proposals, conducting project due diligences, 

compiling and presenting investment recommendations to the Investment Committee and the Board for 

approval as well as overseeing financial close and disbursement.  
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6.3.3 Sub-programme 2.2:  Project origination and appraisal 

The main purpose of this sub programme is to source viable investments through performing preliminary 

reviews of proposals, conducting project due diligences, compiling and presenting investment 

recommendations to the Investment Committee and the Board for approval as well as overseeing 

financial close and disbursement.  

 

6.3.4 Sub-programme 2.3:  Legal, Risk and Compliance 

The main purpose of this sub programme is to ensure that the approved funds are fully disbursed into 

viable projects within the availability period. The programme is responsible for negotiating the legal terms 

with the promoter and facilitating financial close which requires ensuring that the conditions precedent 

to loan draw-downs have been met by the borrower and disbursements are made in line with the signed 

legal agreements.  

 

Another facet of programme is the function of Risk and Compliance which co-ordinates the risk 

management and compliance activities of KGFT. The role of this function is to assist management in 

discharging their responsibilities to comply with applicable legislative and regulatory requirements. This 

function further assists through the identification, assessment, management, monitoring and reporting 

of the risks faced by KGFT. 

 

6.3.5 Sub-programme 2.4:  Post Investment monitoring and Aftercare 

The Post Investment function is responsible for monitoring investments post disbursement. This entails 

amongst others the analysis of management reports and annual financial statements, monitoring exits, 

repayments and adherence to loan covenants. As a value add, the function provides strategic guidance 

and management direction to project companies where an equity investment is held. This will lead to 

government realising its return on investment which it has place its reliance on KGFT to achieve. 

 

6.4 Key Performance Targets 

KGFT’s strategic goals have been further analysed to show the strategic objective, performance measures 

/ indicators, as well as targets that KGFT has set itself for the next five years. These are illustrated in Tables 

4.4 and 4.5 below. 
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6.4.1 Table 4.4:  Programme 1 – Key Performance Indicators and Annual Targets 

Programme 1:  Finance and Administration 

Objectives Measure/ 

KPI 

Period Outputs Annual Targets 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

Office of the CEO 

To obtain and maintain 

an unqualified audit 

opinion with no 

matters of emphasis 

Maintain 

external 

unqualified audit 

opinion with no 

matters of 

emphasis 

Annual External 

Audit 

reports 

Achieve a 

clean audit 

report for 

the 2017/18 

financial 

year end 

Achieve a 

clean audit 

report for 

the 2018/19 

financial 

year end 

Achieve a 

clean audit 

report for 

the 2019/20 

financial 

year end 

To remain financially 

sustainable by growing 

the assets under 

management by KGFT 

Achieve % 

Growth in the 

Fund size 

(current Fund 

size R1.2bn) 

Annual Annual 

Performance 

Report 

Equal to or 

more than 

CPI as at 31 

March 2019 

Equal to or 

more than 

CPI as at 31 

March 2020 

Equal to or 

more than 

CPI as at 31 

March 2021 

Financial administration 

To provide effective 

and transparent 

financial management 

systems 

Achieve % 

procurement 

spend on 

targeted 

B-BBEE suppliers 

(procurement 

spend on 

targeted 

suppliers /total 

procurement 

spend) 

Annual  Annual 

Performance 

Report 

75% of total 

procurement 

from 

suppliers 

with a BEE 

level of 3 and 

above 

and/or 20% 

of total 

spend on 

targeted 

suppliers^ as 

at 31 March 

2019. 

75% of total 

procurement 

from 

suppliers 

with a BEE 

level of 3 and 

above 

and/or 30% 

of total 

spend on 

targeted 

suppliers^ as 

at 31 March 

2020. 

75% of total 

procurement 

from 

suppliers 

with a BEE 

level of 3 and 

above 

and/or 35% 

of total 

spend on 

targeted 

suppliers^ as 

at 31 March 

2021. 
Achieve 

Operational cost 

effectiveness 

(total 

operational 

costs/total assets 

under 

management) 

Annual  Annual 

performance 

reports 

4.8% as at 31 

March 2019. 

4.5% as at 31 

March 2020. 

4% as at 31 

March 2021. 

^ Targeted suppliers include entities with Women, youth, disabled, military veteran participation and/or ownership of majority 

Black African 
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6.4.2 Table 4.5:  Programme 2 – Key Performance Indicators and Annual Targets 

Programme 2:  Project Investments 

Objectives Measure/ 

KPI 

Period Outputs Annual Targets 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

Project Origination and appraisal 

Fully commit 

all available 

funds to 

viable 

projects 

 

 

 

 

 

Estimated (direct/ 

indirect) job 

opportunities to be 

supported or 

created1 

Annual Annual 

performance 

reports 

150 jobs 

opportunities 

as at 31 March 

2019 

135 jobs 

opportunities 

as at 31 March 

2020 

130 jobs 

opportunities 

as at 31 March 

2021 

% of disbursed 

projects meeting  

B-BBEE Investment 

policy criteria 

(no of projects 

meeting the B-BBEE 

criteria/total no of 

projects disbursed) 

Annual Annual 

performance 

reports 

60% of projects 

meeting the 

new B-BBEE 

Investment 

policy criteria 

as at 31 March 

2019 

70% of projects 

meeting the 

new B-BBEE 

Investment 

policy criteria 

as at 31 March 

2020 

80% of projects 

meeting the 

new B-BBEE 

Investment 

policy criteria 

as at 31 March 

2021 

Project Disbursements 

Fully commit 

all available 

funds to 

viable 

projects 

To achieve the 

targeted Rand value 

of projects disbursed  

Annual Annual 

performance 

reports 

Disbursement 

of 30% of 

available capital 

by 31 March 

2019 

Disbursement 

of 30% of 

available 

capital by 31 

March 2020 

Disbursement 

of 30% of 

available 

capital by 31 

March 2021. 

Post Investment monitoring and aftercare 

To ensure 

appropriate 

portfolio 

management 

and 

aftercare is 

being 

performed 

so as to 

strive toward 

good asset 

quality and 

long term 

sustainable 

growth of 

KGFT. 

To maintain at least 

70% of performing 

loans in the 

portfolio 

(Value of loans 

performing/ total 

value of loans) 

[Debt] 

Annual Annual 

performance 

reports 

At least 70% 

performing 

loans within the 

total loan 

portfolio as at 

31 March 2019. 

At least 70% 

performing 

loans within 

the total loan 

portfolio as at 

31 March 

2020. 

At least 70% 

performing 

loans within 

the total loan 

portfolio as at 

31 March 2021. 

At the time of 

valuation of the 

investment 

portfolio, the value 

should not be less 

than or equal to 

35% of its cost  

[equity] 

 Annual  Annual 

performance 

and 

valuation 

reports  

At least 65% of 

the total cost of 

the investment 

portfolio to be 

maintained 

based on 

annual 

valuations and 

provisions as at 

31 March 2019. 

At least 65% of 

the total cost 

of the 

investment 

portfolio to be 

maintained 

based on 

annual 

valuations and 

provisions as at 

31 March 

2020. 

At least 65% of 

the total cost 

of the 

investment 

portfolio to be 

maintained 

based on 

annual 

valuations and 

provision as at 

31 March 2021. 

Progress towards meeting the above targets is monitored during the year through quarterly reports that 

are circulated to the Board as well as to EDTEA. At the end of the financial year, the performance against 

predetermined targets is reported in KGFT’s integrated annual report.  

 

                                                           
1 The number of jobs created is an estimated number derived through the use of project specific funding models requirements, automation level 

conditions and general internally accepted guidelines and principles at the time of project funding approvals by the KGFT Board of Trustees.   
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7 FINANCIAL PLAN AND EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES 

 

The projected Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial Position and Statement of 

Cash Flows have been prepared using the Financial Fund Model for the Fund.  

 

Summary of assumptions (refer to Annexure A for detailed assumptions) 

• Income in the form of raising fees will be earned at 1% of the committed amount; 

• Annual inflationary escalation for the financial years ending, 2017/18 2018/19, 2019/20 and 

2020/21 will be, CPI plus 2% resulting in 7.7%, 7.6%, 7.50 and 7.1% being applied respectively; 

• Staff remuneration will increase annually at an anticipated blended rate of approximately 7% per 

annum. Additional increases in staff complement has been factored into the budget due 

finalisation of legal agreements with one limited partner.  

• Anticipated debt and equity drawdowns have been forecast only to the extent of fully utilising 

the available fund allocations. Fund sizes increase based on an estimated split of the annual 

R54.4m allocation received from the EDTEA.  

• Capitalisations from surplus cash balances generated from project returns are modelled and 

represent an opportunity for the entity to grow funds under management further. No dividends 

or exits have been included in the forecasts. 

• Expenditure is based on current overheads incurred over the three-year budget period and is 

based on the assumption that the Equity Fund will be operational during this period.  

• A provision for non-performing loans have been based only on the non-performing loan/s of the 

current debt book and the assumption is that all other loans will be performing loans; and 

• Fund Management income that will be earned once KGFT performs the function of “Fund 

Manager” for funds under management in the en-commandite partnership, as well as the 

relevant expenses, has not been budgeted due to the uncertainty of the value of the fund. To 

date only the set-up fees of the new funding model have been budgeted for. 

 

7.1 Summary of Revenue and Expenditure by programme and economic classification 

A summary of revenue, payments and budgeted estimates by programme and economic classification for 

the Fund, for the period 2014/15 to 2020/21 are detailed below in Tables 5.1, and 5.2. The detailed 

analysis of the summary of payments and estimates by economic classification is presented in Table 5.3 

below. 

 

Table 5.1 Summary of Revenues 

 

Table 5.1  Summary of Revenues 

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Net interest earned on projects 29,837,471  46,224,211    64,712,209      103,672,600 96,564,208      118,768,556    133,938,510    137,272,494    

Interest income - Debt 29,837,471  46,208,824    48,282,443        83,445,487 72,533,896      90,037,231       99,484,721       96,181,092       

Interest income - Equity -              15,387          16,429,766        20,227,113 24,030,312      28,731,325       34,453,789       41,091,402       

Interest on surplus funds 25,288,977  82,490,688    38,291,771        39,047,224 24,677,520      20,872,276       21,073,047       34,534,663       

Commitment fee income 55,026         33,699          238,404                          -   -                     -                     -                     -                     

Raising Fee 900,000       -               2,086,366            1,735,000 1,735,000         1,500,000         1,350,000         1,077,810         

Reversal of impairment provision 22,313,332  -               -                                 -                    -   -                -                -                     

Other Sundry Income 3,308,183    5,276,423     3,608,501                       -   277,349            -                     -                     -                     

Total Revenue 81,702,989  134,025,021  108,937,251  144,454,824  123,254,077  141,140,832  156,361,556  172,884,967  

Rands

Medium-term estimatesAudited Outcome
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Table 5.2 Summary of payments and estimates by programme 

 
The net surplus above includes the budgeted amounts for capital asset and there’s a difference between 

net profit and net surplus as per recon below: 

 

 
 
 

 

Table 5.3 Summary of payments and estimates by economic classification 

 
 

 
 

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Financial Administration 25,426,204   21,958,014   19,224,575    35,193,665    26,178,157   30,537,221   29,998,210   33,451,293   

Project Investments 6,418,934     28,688,276   24,520,025    23,550,616    73,841,934   38,640,073   39,034,952   39,931,119   

Total Payments 31,845,138   50,646,290   43,744,600    58,744,281    100,020,091 69,177,294   69,033,162   73,382,412   

Revenue 81,702,989   134,025,021 108,937,251  144,454,824  123,254,077 141,140,832 156,361,556  172,884,967 

Net Surplus 49,857,851   83,378,731   65,192,651    85,710,543    23,233,986   71,963,538   87,328,395   99,502,555   

Rands

Audited Outcome Medium-term estimates

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

Profit 90,710,543       26,299,986       

Net surplus 85,710,543       23,233,986       

Difference 5,000,000          3,066,000          

Reconciling items: 5,000,000          3,066,000          

   Building and other fixed structures 2,500,000          366,000             

   Machinery and equipment 1,500,000          700,000             

   Software and other intangibles assets 1,000,000          2,000,000          

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Current payments 31,131,089   50,279,841   43,507,172    53,744,281    96,954,091   65,827,294   67,733,162   72,882,412   

   Compensation of employees 14,451,888   17,791,525   22,048,856    27,054,438    24,730,558   32,992,089   35,237,204   41,898,025   

   Goods and services 16,679,201   32,488,316   21,458,316    26,689,843    72,223,533   32,835,205   32,495,957   30,984,388   

         Communication 209,625       207,522       243,569        279,199        235,128       247,052       265,581        283,641       

         Computer services 284,717       278,361       308,966        374,232        366,970       394,859       424,474        453,338       

         Consultants and professional services 941,836       780,140       3,783,442     5,103,852     3,759,530    4,098,013    4,465,817     4,854,611     

         Maintenance, repairs and running costs 11,303,961   8,367,337     8,123,511     9,868,033     6,366,726    6,186,321    6,448,105     6,717,094     

         Operating leases 942,590       981,893       870,321        1,422,248     1,241,586    1,324,977    1,424,351     1,521,206     

         Travel and subsistence 778,251       992,166       760,994        1,021,536     711,860       762,202       815,657        867,758       

         Advertising 1,988,975     559,449       932,963        1,261,188     1,145,248    1,232,287    1,324,708     1,414,788     

         Legal 229,248       1,035,375     -               2,800,000     3,836,930    1,300,000    1,185,000     1,303,500     

         Impairments -              19,286,073   6,434,549     4,559,555     54,559,555   17,289,494   16,142,264   13,568,452   

   Interest and rent on Land -              -              -               -               -              -              -               -              

Transfers and subsidies -              -              -               -               -              -              -               -              

   Departments -              -              -               -               -              -              -               -              

Payments for capital assets 714,049       366,449       237,429        5,000,000     3,066,000    3,350,000    1,300,000     500,000       

   Building and other fixed structures 39,383         16,906         -               2,500,000     366,000       100,000       200,000        50,000         

   Machinery and equipment 608,809       338,917       224,684        1,500,000     700,000       1,250,000    600,000        250,000       

   Software and other intangibles assets 65,857         10,626         12,745          1,000,000     2,000,000    2,000,000    500,000        200,000       

Total 31,845,138   50,646,290   43,744,601    58,744,281    100,020,091 69,177,294   69,033,162   73,382,412   

Rands

Medium-term estimatesAudited Outcome
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The 2017/18 financial year represents the first year post formation of the Equity Fund and therefore 

serves as a basis for projecting the budget periods 2018/19 to 2020/21 which includes providing both 

debt and equity products. The budget further does not take into account the effect of further funds under 

management from any en-commandite partnership being formed (estimated that a fund management 

fee income will be received that will assist with the recovery of project specific costs). The budget 

structure, which largely conforms to the uniform budget and programme structure for KGFT is made up 

of two programmes, Finance and Administration and Project Investments. 

 

The variance in the 2017/18 financial year revised estimate for the consultants and professional services 

is largely due to the savings in consulting fees for fund model which will be incurred from 2018/19 

onwards. Other variance relates to fair value adjustment of R50m in one of the equity investments. 

Further, a provision for suspended interest has been forecasted based on the non-performance of one 

project within the pipeline.  

 

Future expenses have been budgeted for after consideration of inflationary increases, and expenses 

expected to be incurred based on the appraisal of equity investments (debt project costs are borne by 

the project promoter). Further, it is anticipated that unfilled vacancies will be filled during the 2017/18 

financial year. Capital expenditure during the 2017/18 financial year has been budgeted after 

consideration of IT related spend expected to be incurred in line with the approved IT strategy and the 

development of a fund model.  

 

7.2 Programme Description 

The revenue, payments and budgeted estimates for each programme are summarised in terms of sub-

programmes and economic classification, details of which are given in the tables below. 

 

7.2.1 Programme 1 – Administration 

The main purpose of Finance and Administration is to provide for the overall management of KGFT and 

to render a support service to the Project Investment in respect of transversal functions. This programme 

consists of three sub-programmes, namely Office of the CEO, Secretariat and Governance and Financial 

Administration.  

 

Tables 5.5 below illustrate the detailed summary of payments and estimates by economic classification 

for Programme 1.  

 

Table 5.5 Summary of payments and estimates by economic classification – Programme 1:  Finance and 

Administration 
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Compensation of employees has increased steadily since the in 2014/15 financial years in relation to prior 

years due to the transfer of staff from Fund Manager to KGFT which was in line with the restructuring 

process and new vacancies filled due to growth of asset under management which required additional 

staff compliment. The variance in the revised estimate in 2017/18 is due to the vacancies that remain 

unoccupied. Subsequent increases in the 2018/19 financial year onwards are attributable to the 

anticipated staffing of employees at full capacity and related payments in line with the remuneration 

strategy.  

 

From 2017/18 financial years onwards, costs are anticipated to increase by inflation. Expenses have been 

reviewed and budgeted for based on anticipated increases. Utilities such as water and electricity, lease 

rentals etc. have a slightly higher than inflationary increase as per market norms. Depreciation and 

amortisation have taken into account the addition of assets (i.e. Fund model development) and the 

growth of the KGFT. It is however anticipated that certain once off costs relating to recruitment and set 

up of the en-commandite partnership will be incurred in the 2018/19 financial year only, and is projected 

to normalise in the 2019/20 and 2020/21 financial years thereafter. 

 

7.2.2 Programme 2 – Project Investments   

The main purpose of this programme is to originate and assess the viability of the projects by performing 

due diligence and thereafter presenting proposals to relevant committees for approval. This programme 

consists of five sub-programmes, namely Project Administration, Project Origination and Appraisal, Legal, 

Risk and Compliance and Post investment monitoring and Aftercare.  

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Current payments 24,712,155 21,591,565 18,987,146 30,193,665 23,112,157 27,187,221 28,698,210 32,951,293 

   Compensation of employees 11,498,688 10,674,915 10,169,952 18,086,413 14,096,418 18,805,491 20,085,206 23,881,874 

   Goods and services 13,213,467 10,916,650 8,817,194    12,107,252 9,015,739    8,381,730    8,613,003    9,069,419    

         Communication 209,625       207,522       243,569       69,800         58,782         61,763         66,395         70,910         

         Computer services 284,717       278,361       154,483       187,116       183,485       197,430       212,237       226,669       

         Consultants and professional services 506,541       603,689       575,728       740,411       1,561,237    1,679,891    1,805,883    1,928,683    

         Maintenance, repairs and running costs 10,403,183 7,532,026    6,946,855    9,788,033    5,398,582    4,949,057    5,158,484    5,373,675    

         Operating leases 942,590       981,893       435,160       711,124       620,793       662,489       712,175       760,603       

         T ravel and subsistence 778,251       992,166       304,398       510,768       355,930       381,101       407,828       433,879       

         Advertising -                -                157,001       -                -                -                -                -                

         Legal 88,561         320,993       -                100,000       836,930       450,000       250,000       275,000       

         Impairments -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

   Interest and rent on Land -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Transfers and subsidies -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

   Departments -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Payments for capital assets 714,049       366,449       237,429       5,000,000    3,066,000    3,350,000    1,300,000    500,000       

   Building and other fixed structures 39,383         16,906         -                2,500,000    366,000       100,000       200,000       50,000         

   Machinery and equipment 608,809       338,917       224,684       1,500,000    700,000       1,250,000    600,000       250,000       

   Software and other intangibles assets 65,857         10,626         12,745         1,000,000    2,000,000    2,000,000    500,000       200,000       

Total 25,426,204 21,958,014 19,224,575 35,193,665 26,178,157 30,537,221 29,998,210 33,451,293 

Rands

Audited Outcome Medium-term estimates
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Table 5.6 illustrates the detailed summary of payments and estimates by economic classification for 

Programme 2.  

 

Table 5.6 Summary of payments and estimates by economic classification – Programme 2: Investments 

 
 

 

 

The key variable cost drivers relate fair value adjustment of R50m in one of the equity investments. These 

adjustments vary in line with the investment activity undertaken by KGFT. It is envisaged that over the 

next 2 years that there will be gain on fair value adjustment which will align to the recovery of the 

economic conditions nationally which have a significant impact on how the investments perform.  

 

Project impairments with the exception of one non-performing project has not been budgeted due to its 

inherent uncertainties. Further, no signs of distress have been noted within the current portfolio that 

may provide indications of other provisions that may be required.  

 

Table 5.7. below presents the sensitivity impact to the profitability of the business from a deterioration 

in the book (debt and equity):  

 

 

 

 

 

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Current payments 6,418,934  28,688,276 24,520,025 23,550,616  73,841,934 38,640,073 39,034,952 39,931,119 

   Compensation of employees 2,953,200  7,116,610    11,878,904 8,968,025    10,634,140 14,186,598 15,151,998 18,016,151 

   Goods and services 3,465,734  21,571,666 12,641,121 14,582,591  63,207,794 24,453,475 23,882,954 21,914,969 

         Communication -              -                -                209,399       176,346       185,289       199,186       212,730       

         Computer services -              -                154,483       187,116       183,485       197,430       212,237       226,669       

         Consultants and professional services 435,295     176,451       3,207,714    4,363,441    2,198,293    2,418,122    2,659,934    2,925,927    

         Maintenance, repairs and running costs 900,778     835,311       1,176,656    80,000          968,144       1,237,264    1,289,621    1,343,419    

         Operating leases -              -                435,160       711,124       620,793       662,489       712,175       760,603       

         T ravel and subsistence -              -                456,597       510,768       355,930       381,101       407,828       433,879       

         Advertising 1,988,975  559,449       775,962       1,261,188    1,145,248    1,232,287    1,324,708    1,414,788    

         Legal 140,687     714,382       -                2,700,000    3,000,000    850,000       935,000       1,028,500    

         Impairments -              19,286,073 6,434,549    4,559,555    54,559,555 17,289,494 16,142,264 13,568,452 

   Interest and rent on Land -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Transfers and subsidies -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

   Departments -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Payments for capital assets -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

   Building and other fixed structures -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

   Machinery and equipment -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

   Software and other intangibles assets -              -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Total 6,418,934  28,688,276 24,520,025 23,550,616  73,841,934 38,640,073 39,034,952 39,931,119 

Rands

Medium-term estimatesAudited Outcome
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Table 5.7: Sensitivity Analysis of Impairments from Book deterioration 

 
 

A sensitivity impact of a 3% provision has been presented for the debt portfolio. It is noted that a 3% 

provisioning impact on the Debt portfolio is considered in accordance with the new financial reporting 

standards for financial instruments which requires an entity to forecast any expected credit losses from 

year 2018/19 onwards. A sensitivity impact of a 20% provision has been presented for the equity 

portfolio. Variations in the portfolio are expected to temporarily occur due to the projects not gaining 

significant value in the initial phases of the project. It is anticipated that the portfolio will on average 

retain at least 80% of its market value within the first 3 years of the investment period based on review 

of similar investment portfolios within a private equity fund. 

 

The compensation of employees is anticipated to increase during 2018/19 due to the filling of vacant 

posts. Additionally, the cost of recruitment of these positions were budgeted for in the 2018/19 year. 

Compensation costs in the 2019/20 and 2020/21 years is anticipated to increase by cost of living 

adjustments and payments in line with the remuneration strategy.  

 

KGFT successfully introduced the equity investment product in 2015/16 financial year through refinement 

of the brand messaging and active participation in private equity networking events and private equity 

conference attendance. The Marketing initiatives in 2017/18 includes brand mobilisation through the 

activation campaigns, media events and print advertising thereby giving traction to the existing equity 

investment pipeline. The expenditure projection for 2018/19 to 2020/21 is expected to increase due to 

the anticipated increase in projects deal flow arising from the brand re-launch and marketing strategy 

including the change in the project pricing model and the establishment of the equity fund through the 

en-commandite partnership. 

 

 

7.3 Other Financial Reports 

Treasury Regulation 29.1 also stipulates that the corporate plan should include a financial plan that 

addresses the following, if applicable: 

• Projection of revenue, expenditure and borrowings (Projected Income Statement) 

• Assets and liabilities management (Projected Balance Sheet) 

• Cash flow management (Projected Cash Flow Statement) 

• Capital expenditure programme  

• Dividend policies (not applicable) 

• Capital recapitalisation  

 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Debt Fund

Debt funds  to viable projects R850.2m R925.9m R861.0m

Provis ion at 3% of debt Portfol io Value R17.28m R16.14m R13.57m

Equity Fund

Equity funds  to viable projects R309.2m R343.6m R384.7m

Provis ion at 20% of equity Portfol io Value R 61.8m R68.7m R76.9m

Objectives
Annual Targets
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KGFT has developed a 15-year Fund Financial Model which it uses as a tool to manage the financial 

sustainability of the Funds. The Model uses the same assumptions as those highlighted in Annexures A to 

project the results of the Fund over the 15-year period. Accordingly, the detailed reports shown above 

are extracted from the respective Models and are presented in tables 5.8 to 5.10 below for the three-

year corporate plan period. 

 

7.3.1 Projected Income Statement  

The Income Statement provides a summary of Income and Expenses. The figures are based on audited 

financial statements of KGFT for the 2016/17 year, revised projected actuals of the 2017/18 financial year 

and the forecast projections are for the financial years 2018/2019 to 2020/21 the amounts are based on 

key assumptions used (refer to Annexure A). The resultant income statements over the period are shown 

below in Table 5.8. 

 

 

Table 5.8 Financial Model Income Statement 

 
 

 

 

Actuals/Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts

Financial Year 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Interest Income 64,712,209   96,564,208   118,768,556 133,938,510 137,272,494 

Interest income - Debt 48,282,443   72,533,896   90,037,231   99,484,721   96,181,092   

Interest income - Shareholders Loans 16,429,766   24,030,312   28,731,325   34,453,789   41,091,402   

Interest Expense -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Net Operating Income 64,712,209   96,564,208   118,768,556 133,938,510 137,272,494 

Other Income 44,225,042   26,689,869   22,372,276   22,423,047   35,612,473   

Income From Capital Providers -                -                -                -                -                

Interest received on Current and Investment Accounts 38,291,771   24,677,520   20,872,276   21,073,047   34,534,663   

Commitment Fee Income 238,404        -                -                -                -                

Raising Fee 2,086,366     1,735,000     1,500,000     1,350,000     1,077,810     

Other Miscellaneous Income 3,608,501     277,349        -                -                -                

Fund 1 Administration Expenses 43,507,172   96,954,091   65,827,294   67,733,162   72,882,412   

Project appraisal costs 2,992,191     2,150,000     2,365,000     2,601,500     2,861,650     

Project origination costs 95,092          3,048,293     903,122        993,434        1,092,777     

Staff remuneration 20,204,702   22,691,023   30,705,700   32,793,825   39,283,696   

Main Trust board & Committee expenditure 1,875,667     2,096,001     2,242,721     2,399,712     2,567,691     

Depreciation 637,800        835,364        1,646,526     1,824,824     1,764,760     

Rent Paid 987,797        1,231,392     1,324,977     1,424,351     1,521,206     

Travel Expenses 760,994        711,860        762,202        815,657        867,758        

Consulting Expenses 668,558        1,561,237     1,679,891     1,805,883     1,928,683     

Other administration costs 8,849,821     8,069,367     6,907,661     6,931,712     7,425,738     

Project impairment costs 6,434,549     54,559,555   17,289,494   16,142,264   13,568,452   

Loan Write-Offs -                -                -                -                -                

Miscellaneous Costs -                -                -                -                -                

Operating Surplus/(Loss) 65,430,079   26,299,986   75,313,538   88,628,395   100,002,555 
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7.3.2 Projected Balance Sheet  

 

The Balance Sheet provides a summary of Assets, Liabilities, Capital and Reserve. The figures are based 

on audited financial statements of KGFT for 2016/17 year, revised projected actuals of the 2017/18 

financial year and the forecast projections are for the financial years 2018/2019 to 2020/21, the amounts 

are based on key assumptions used (refer to Annexure A) as indicated below in Table 5.9. 
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Table 5.9 Financial Model Balance Sheet 

 
 

 

  

Actuals/Forecasts Actual Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts

Financial Year 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

ASSETS

Loans and Advances 620,060,031    749,424,496    850,279,447    925,951,936    861,039,633    

Equity Investments 222,945,153    228,975,465    319,206,790    353,660,580    394,751,982    

Share Capital 100,100,000    82,100,000      143,600,000    143,600,000    143,600,000    

Shareholder loans 122,845,153    146,875,465    175,606,790    210,060,580    251,151,982    

Fixed Assets 1,129,809        3,302,979        5,006,452        4,481,628        3,216,868        

Fixed Assets at Cost 3,643,488        6,689,007        10,039,007      11,339,007      11,839,007      

Accumulated Depreciation and Amortisation (2,513,679)       (3,386,029)       (5,032,555)       (6,857,379)       (8,622,139)       

Trade and Other Receivables 8,616,132        2,609,287        2,609,287        2,609,287        2,609,287        

Cash and Cash Equivalents 374,794,386    305,194,293    242,118,081    275,545,021    455,033,237    

Debt Fund 217,033,302    151,233,842    169,869,578    224,272,744    434,893,935    

Equity Fund 94,153,304      61,500,000      -                   -                   -                   

Opex Fund 63,607,780      92,460,451      72,248,503      51,272,277      20,139,303      

Total Assets 1,227,545,511 1,289,506,520 1,419,220,058 1,562,248,452 1,716,651,007 

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

Trust Capital - Drawn 1,124,400,010 1,178,800,010 1,293,200,010 1,417,600,010 1,542,000,010 

Initial Capital 10                    10                    10                    10                    10                    

Fund 1 - Debt Fund 824,400,000    878,800,000    993,200,000    1,117,600,000 1,242,000,000 

Fund 11 - Equity Fund 300,000,000    300,000,000    300,000,000    300,000,000    300,000,000    

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) 101,401,049    107,785,705    123,099,243    141,727,638    171,730,193    

Total Capital and Reserves 1,225,801,059 1,286,585,715 1,416,299,253 1,559,327,648 1,713,730,203 

LIABILITIES

Trade and Other Payables 1,744,452        2,920,805        2,920,805        2,920,805        2,920,805        

Trade payables 1,358,024        1,498,360        1,498,360        1,498,360        1,498,360        

Audit fee provision 260,931           274,515           274,515           274,515           274,515           

Committee fees payable -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Sundry Payables and Provisions 125,497           1,147,930        1,147,930        1,147,930        1,147,930        

Total Liabilities 1,744,452        2,920,805        2,920,805        2,920,805        2,920,805        

Total Capital, Reserves and Liabilities 1,227,545,511 1,289,506,520 1,419,220,058 1,562,248,452 1,716,651,007 
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7.3.3 Cash Flow Statement  

 

The Cash Flow Statement provides a summary of Cash flows from operating activities, financing activities 

and investing activities. The figures are based on audited financial statements of KGFT for the 2016/17 

year, revised projected actuals of the 2017/18 financial year and the forecast projections are for the 

financial years 2018/2017 to 2020/21, the amounts are based on key assumptions used (refer to 

Annexure A) as indicated in Table 5.10 below: 

 

Table 5.10 Financial Model Cash Flow Statement 

 
 

 

7.4 Projected Capital expenditure 

 

The projected capital spend mainly encompasses replacement of necessary assets over forecasted 

period. Capex spend in the 2017/18 financial year, includes the purchase of computer equipment, licence 

upgrades, printers and development of a fund model. Further expenditure is anticipated to be incurred 

in 2018/19 due to the completion of the development of a fund model. In addition, expenditure related 

Actuals/Forecasts Actual Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts

Month 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Cash Generated From Operations (33,599,114)   (39,546,823)   (29,504,003)   (33,991,574)   (39,814,067)   

Surplus (deficit) before taxation 65,430,079     26,299,986     105,300,618   121,122,914   134,331,733   

Adjustments for: -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Interest received (103,003,980) (121,241,728) (153,270,408) (172,371,699) (188,782,021) 

Interest expense 133,018          -                 -                 -                 -                 

Fair value adjustments 4,198,839       50,000,000     

Impairment 6,434,549       4,559,555       17,289,494     16,142,264     13,568,452     

Depreciation and Amortisation 637,799          835,364          1,176,293       1,114,947       1,067,769       

Changes in working capital: -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Trade and other receivables (4,702,534)     -                 -                 -                 -                 

Trade and other payables (2,522,469)     -                 

Provisions (204,415)        -                 -                 -                 -                 

Interest Received 103,003,980   121,241,728   153,270,408   172,371,699   188,782,021   

Interest Paid (133,018)        -                 -                 -                 -                 

Net Cash From Operating Activities 69,271,848     81,694,905     123,766,405   138,380,125   148,967,953   

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Capital Contribution Received 64,400,000     54,400,000     54,400,000     54,400,000     54,400,000     

(Decrease)/Increase in finance lease (16,014)          -                 -                 -                 -                 

Net Cash From Financing Activities 64,383,986     54,400,000     54,400,000     54,400,000     54,400,000     

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

(Increase)/Decrease In Loans And Advances (164,393,353) (146,598,685) (147,661,292) (123,599,395) 17,711,664     

(Increase)/Decrease Equity Investments (174,929,766) (56,030,312)   (90,231,325)   (34,453,789)   (41,091,402)   

(Increase)/Decrease In Fixed Assets (237,429)        (3,066,000)     (3,350,000)     (1,300,000)     (500,000)        

Net Cash From Investment Activities (339,560,548) (205,694,997) (241,242,617) (159,353,184) (23,879,738)   

Total Cash Movement For The Period (205,904,714) (69,600,093)   (63,076,212)   33,426,940     179,488,216   

Cash At The Beginning Of The Period 580,699,100   374,794,386   305,194,293   242,118,081   275,545,021   

Total Cash At End Of The Period 374,794,386   305,194,293   242,118,081   275,545,021   455,033,237   
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to the refurbishment of office premises has also been budgeted for. The projected capital expenditure 

budget is detailed in table 5.11 below. 

 

Table 5.11 Summary of CAPEX budget 

 
 

7.5 Borrowing plan  

 

Treasury Regulation 29.1 also stipulates that the corporate plan should include a borrowing plan. In the 

2015/16 financial year, the lenders were settled early as part of the evolution strategy thereby 

unencumbering the Fund. KGFT was able to unlock Fund II funds that were set aside for equity 

investments. Accordingly, KGFT is fully unencumbered and based on sustainability projections, the KGFT 

has not budgeted for any further external borrowings as capital injections through EDTEA capital 

allocations are considered sufficient to maintain and grow the assets under management.  

 

Based on the assumptions as detailed in Annexure A, the entities projected Debt Fund borrowing plan 

and is detailed below in table 5.12: 

 

Table 5.12 Borrowing Plan 

 
 

Based on the cash flows available from projects and government capital allocations, no external 

borrowings or facilities is currently anticipated.  

 

8 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

 

8.1 Organogram 

The organogram below was approved by the Board and is made up of three functions, namely 

Investment; Risk; and Finance & Corporate Services. The organogram is made up of a total of 26 posts. 

As at 31 March 2017, a total of 6 vacancies exist within the Fund. Recruitment for the vacant posts is in 

progress. These positions are expected to be filled during the 2017/18 financial year.  

Approved 

Budget

Revised 

Estimate

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Loan Management System -         -          -             -             -             -             -             -          

Leasehold Improvements 39,383   16,906    -             2,500,000  366,000     100,000     200,000     50,000    

Computer Equipment 345,851 94,138    94,930       500,000     250,000     500,000     300,000     100,000  

Office Furniture 32,678   -          15,898       500,000     200,000     500,000     100,000     50,000    

Office Equipment 230,280 244,779  113,856     500,000     250,000     250,000     200,000     100,000  

Computer Software 65,857   10,626    12,745       1,000,000  2,000,000  2,000,000  500,000     200,000  

Total 714,049 366,449 237,429    5,000,000 3,066,000  3,350,000 1,300,000 500,000 

Assets component
Audited Outcome Medium-term estimates

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

SENIOR TERM
JIBAR +1.4% + Liquidity 

Costs + Bank Costs
5 - 10 years

As per project 

funded
-          -            -        -        -        

MEZZANINE TERM
JIBAR + 2.7%+ Liquidity 

Costs+ Bank costs
5 - 10 years

As per project 

funded
-          -            -        -        -        

TOTAL -          -            -        -        -        

REVISED 

ESTIMATE 

207/18

FACILITIES INTEREST RATE
AVAILABILITY 

PERIOD

REPAYMENT 

PERIOD

AUDITED 

ACTUAL 

2017/18

MEDIUM TERM ESTIMATES
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Figure 6.1 Current Structure of KGFT 
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Department Organogram 

Representation 

Executive Number Of 

Functions 

Number Of 

Employees 

Vacancies As At  

06 October 2017 

     PIC 

Independent 

PIC 

Dependent 

Office of the CEO  CEO 5 4 0 0 

Projects  CIO 2 10 1 4 

Finance  CFO 3 8 1 0 

Risk  CRO 5 5 0 0 

  Total 15 27 2 4 

 

 

8.1.1 Proposed Structure (post partnership with Limited Liability partners) 

 

KGFT has commenced engaging with Limited partners to enter into a partnership arrangement for equity 

investments with the Fund through the formation of an en-commandite partnership model. KGFT’s assets 

under management will increase as a result of such partnership and may require additional capacity 

within the investments team to assist with the origination, appraisal and monitoring of investments. 

Further, the investment team will have required to be split between each of the respective funds under 

management. The revised investment team is reflected in figure 6.2 below: 

 

Figure 6.2 Investment team in an En-Commandite Partnership Funding Model 
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8.2 Human Resource Strategy  

KGFTs strategic Human Resources (HR) objective is to attract, retain and develop talented individuals to 

reach their full potential by creating an innovative working environment which ultimately leads to the 

achievement of KGFT’s strategic goals whilst supporting economic development, as well as social 

development. 

 

The HR function is currently managed internally under the responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer 

assisted by HR Manager. Specialist service providers are utilised as and when required to assist with tasks 

requiring specialist HR skills and expertise. The following critical activities within the HR function form the 

basis on which activities are focused: 

• Recruitment and succession planning; 

• Talent management  

• Leadership development; 

• Performance management; 

• Employee engagement; 

• Employee value proposition and 

• Employment equity. 

 

As noted above, the successful implementation and ongoing focus on the above activities is critical to 

ensure that employees are managed in order to align with the strategic objectives of the KGFT. The HR 

strategy was approved by the Board at the meeting in December 2015. The following represents the HR 

strategy at a high level together with their respective objectives. 

 

8.2.1 HR Vision, Mission and Strategic Objectives 

The aims of the HR Strategy are to ensure that KGFT’s vision and strategy are delivered through the staff 

within a framework of best practice people management. The HR Strategic direction comprising the HR 

vision, mission and strategic objectives as informed by the Fund’s strategic drives and the situatinal 

analysis report: 

 

8.2.1.1 HR vision 

KGFT strives for a talented, inspired and an engaged workforce. 

 

8.2.1.2 HR Mission 

To attract, retain and develop talented individuals to reach their full potential by creating a high 

performance working environment which ultimately leads to the achievement of the KGFT’s strategic 

goals whilst supporting economic development, as well as social development. 

 

8.2.1.3 Strategic HR Objectives 

a. Attract and build talent at all levels, with appropriate succession planning; interventions to ensure 

continuity and succession of critical roles; 

b. Develop and implement a compelling Employee Value Proposition (EVP); 

c. Enable HRM infrastructure to support business; 

d. Drive a high performance culture; 
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e. Build a culture that enables diversified workforce. 

8.2.1.4 Strategic Alignment 

 

Table 6.1 below details the alignment of strategies that is critical for the achievement of a common goal: 

Strategic Objective Initiatives Strategic Outcomes HR Response 

1. Open up and /or manage 

new funds that can offer 

competitive financing 

products to attract private 

participation 

• The establishment of KZN 

equity fund and of fund 

management service by 

KGFT 

✓ Design and implementation of 

new HR structure 

✓ Development of incumbents in 

their current roles 

✓ Recruiting the right skills at the 

right time 

2. Build long term 

relationships with other 

Development Finance 

Institutions (DFIs) and 

lending institutions to 

cross-refer and co-finance 

projects and build on the 

PPP model 

• A strong leadership 

collective 

• Best people (employees) in 

terms of skills and 

attributes 

✓ Maintain an integrated and 

flexible Succession Plan 

✓ Develop a Talent Management 

Framework / Model 

✓ Develop a high performance 

culture 

 

3. Further implement the 

comprehensive marketing 

strategy 

Clear direction to increase 

strategy awareness, clarity and 

branding 

✓ HR (internal branding) and 

Marketing to create synergies  

✓ Recruit the right skills to 

represent the brand and drive 

marketing 

4. Adequately resource and 

retain the necessary human 

capital and skills in KGFT by 

offering market related 

benefits 

Best environment and culture 

for employees 

Promoting employment equity 

in the KGFT environment 

✓ Develop an integrated HR 

Strategy 

✓ Develop and implement an 

improved Employee Value 

Proposition. 

✓ Recruitment of the right people 

with the rights skills and 

attitudes 

5. Implement and maintain 

sound policies, procedures, 

and systems of internal 

controls to ensure good 

corporate governance 

• Best processes and 

procedures to deliver 

services 

• Monitoring and 

measurement systems in 

place 

• Promoting employment 

equity in the KGFT 

environment 

✓ HR portal or intranet 

✓ Deliver integrated consistent 

and value adding HR services 

✓ Improve and implement an HR 

operating model that supports 

business effectively 

✓ Compliance with the 

Employment Equity Act, BCEA, 

etc. 

✓ Promotion of employment 

equity through employee 
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development and succession 

planning 

8.3 Achieving the HR objectives 

KGFT will achieve its strategic HR objectives through an integrated Talent Management approach.  Talent 

Management is a set of integrated organisational HR processes designed to attract, develop, motivate, 

and retain productive and engaged employees.  

Talent management components are comprised of key HR functions necessary to achieve the overall 

objective of each component. 

 

Figure 6.3 Integrated Talent Management Framework 

 

Integrated Talent Management framework 

 
 

Based on the HR Strategy, KGFT is currently developing an implementation plan in line with the HR 

strategy that will guide management in achieving the KGFT’s vision. Strategic HR planning predicts the 

future HR management needs of the entity after analysing the KGFT’s current human resources; the 

external labour market and the future HR environment in which KGFT will be operating.  Strategic HR 

planning is also important from a budgetary point of view so that the costs of recruitment, training, and 

so forth can be factored into the organisation's operating budget. The strategic HR planning process will 

incorporate the following four steps: 

 

• Assessing the current HR capacity; 

• Forecasting HR requirements; 

• Gap analysis; and 

• Developing HR strategy to support KGFT’s overall vision and mandate. 

 

The ongoing monitoring and adherence to the above, in addition to the various key activities resulting 

from the above, is reported to and monitored by the Human Resources and Remuneration Committee. 
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9 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) forms a critical part of any institution’s strategic management. It is 

the process whereby an institution both methodically and intuitively addresses the risks attached to their 

activities with the goal of achieving sustained benefit within each activity and across the portfolio of 

activities. ERM is therefore recognised as an integral part of sound organisational management and is 

being promoted internationally and in South Africa as good practice applicable to the public and private 

sectors. It encompasses an Enterprise Risk Management Policy, Enterprise Management Framework as 

well as the annual plan of activities to be conducted to achieve the desired level of risk management.   

 

9.1 Enterprise Risk Management Policy  

The Enterprise Risk Management Policy provides a framework within which management can operate to 

enforce the pro-active ERM process and to inculcate the risk management culture throughout the KGFT 

and to further ensure that the risk management efforts of KGFT are optimised (attached as Annexure B). 

 

9.2 Enterprise Risk Management Framework 

The Enterprise Risk Management Framework specifically addresses the structures, processes and 

standards implemented to manage risks on an enterprise-wide basis in a consistent manner. It further 

addresses the specific responsibilities and accountabilities for the ERM process and the reporting of risks 

and incidences at various levels within the KGFT (attached as Annexure C). 

 

This framework is based on the Provincial Risk Management Framework issued by the KwaZulu-Natal 

Provincial Treasury and is aligned to the principles embodied in the ERM published by the Committee of 

Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO”) and the King IV Report on Governance 

for South Africa(“King IV”). 

 

9.3 Risk Assessment  

A strategic risk assessment is performed on an annual basis to identify KGFT’s top ten strategic risks; the 

controls in place to mitigate those risks as well as any further actions to be implemented. The strategic 

risks are recorded in the Strategic Risk Register which is reviewed regularly in line with changes in the 

business and the external environment. Departmental risk assessments are undertaken in line with the 

risk management plan.  These are reviewed and reported on to the Audit and Risk Committee. 

 

9.4 Risk Management Plan 

The Risk Management Plan details the planned activities to be undertaken by KGFT in the 2018/19 

financial year in managing the organisation’s risks (attached as Annexure D). 

 

10 FRAUD PREVENTION PLAN 

 

A Fraud Prevention Plan as per Treasury Regulation 29.1 is required to effectively manage fraud risk to 

which the company is exposed. In this regard, KGFT’s Fraud Prevention Plan is attached as Annexure E.   
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11 SIGNIFICANCE AND MATERIALITY FRAMEWORK 

   

In terms of Treasury Regulations 28.3 and 29.1, the accounting authority (the Board) must develop and 

agree a framework (attached as Annexure F) of acceptable levels of materiality and significance with the 

relevant executive authority (i.e. the KZN MEC for Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental 

Affairs).  

 

The significance and materiality framework records the level and reasoning for the suggested levels of 

significance and materiality as agreed to by the entity and executive authority. In this regard, clarity and 

understanding of the purpose and use of: 

• material is discussed in section 50(1) and 55(2) of the Public Finance Managements Act; 

• Significance is discussed in by section 54 (2) of the Public Finance Management Act.  
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ANNEXURE A – Annual Budget Assumptions 

 

FUND ALLOCATION AND SPLIT

750,000,000     250,000,000 -                      1,000,000,000  

2016/17 60,000,000      74,400,000       50,000,000    -                      1,124,400,000  

2017/18 20,000,000      74,400,000       -                  -                      1,198,800,000  

2018/19 50,000,000      104,400,000     -                  1,303,200,000  

2019/20 60,000,000      114,400,000     -                  1,417,600,000  

2020/21 65,000,000      119,400,000     -                  -                      1,537,000,000  

1,237,000,000  300,000,000 -                      1,537,000,000  

KEY PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS ANNUAL COST ESCALATION* CPI FORECAST

Total Value of Fund 1,218,800,000  2017-18 7.70% 2017-18 5.70%

   - Fund I - Debt Fund 918,800,000     2018-19 7.60% 2018-19 5.60%

   - Fund II - Equity Fund 300,000,000     2019-20 7.50% 2019-20 5.50%

   - Fund III - Guarantee Fund -                      2020-21 7.10% 2020-21 5.10%

Less: Committed Funds 1,062,719,000  * Calculated at CPI plus 2%

Total Uncommitted Value of Fund 156,081,000     

Average Loan Value (Less 10% Equity) 50,000,000       FEES DEBT EQUITY

No. of Deals to Fully Commit the Fund 3 RAISING FEE 1.00% N/A

Deal Conversion Ratio (On Pipeline) 40% COMMITMENT FEE INCOME 0.50% N/A

Total Deal Pipeline Required 8

Deal Conversion Ratio (On Leads) 25% DRAWDOWN SUMMARY

Total Deal Leads Required 12                       FYE DEBT EQUITY TOAL

2014/15 352,777,000     -                  352,777,000     

ACTUAL APPROVED DEBT PROJECTS 2015/16 233,442,000     48,000,000    281,442,000     

SA Shipyards 42,777,000       2016/17 153,000,000     158,500,000 311,500,000     

Dark Fibre Africa 45,000,000       2017/18 85,000,000       32,000,000    117,000,000     

Link Africa 65,000,000       2018/19 150,000,000     61,500,000    211,500,000     

Mpact 200,000,000     2019/20 135,000,000     -                  135,000,000     

Projects Committed as at 31 March  2015 352,777,000     2020/21 127,781,000     -                  127,781,000     

Dark Fibre Africa 100,000,000     TOTAL 1,237,000,000  300,000,000 1,537,000,000  

iDube cold storage 63,400,000       

KwaDukuza Hospital 70,042,000       ACTUAL APPROVED EQUITY PROJECTS

Projects Committed as at 31 March 2016 586,219,000     KwaDukuza Hospital 48,000,000       

HBM 42,500,000       Projects Committed as at 31 March 2016 48,000,000       

Inoxa debt 77,500,000       Inoxa - SHL 12,300,000       

Microfinish 33,000,000       Inoxa - Equity 70,200,000       

Projects Committed as at 31 March 2017 739,219,000     Busamed 76,000,000       

Africa- Blaize 35,000,000       Projects Committed as at 31 March 2017 206,500,000     

Dark Fibre Africa 50,000,000       Afro-Zonke 32,000,000       

Projects Committed as at 31 March 2018 824,219,000     Projects Committed as at 31 March 2018 238,500,000     

PROPOSED DEBT PROJECTS

Project A 50,000,000       

Project B 50,000,000       PROPOSED EQUITY PROJECTS

Project E 50,000,000       Project C 31,000,000       

Projects Committed as at 31 March 2019 974,219,000     Project D 30,500,000       

Project F 45,000,000       Projects Committed as at 31 March 2019 300,000,000     

Project G 45,000,000       Nil -                      

Project H 45,000,000       Projects Committed as at 31 March 2020 300,000,000     

Projects Committed as at 31 March 2020 1,109,219,000  Nil -                      

Project I 42,000,000       Projects Committed as at 31 March 2021 300,000,000     

Project J 42,000,000       

Project K 43,781,000       

Projects Committed as at 31 March 2021 1,237,000,000  -               

EQUITY GUARANTEE TOTAL

64,400,000             

54,400,000             

54,400,000             

54,400,000             

TOTAL

FINANCIAL YEAR END

TRANSFER IN
DEBT

EDTEA
OPEX 

CAPITALISATION

54,400,000             
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